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1. Introduction 
 

Due to different reasons such as manufacturing and assembly errors, the real geometry of a 
robot manipulator usually deviates from that defined by the kinematic model which is used 
for robot control. As a consequence, the absolute accuracy of the robot is limited and offline 
generated robot programs cannot be executed with sufficient accuracy. With the help of 
robot calibration, these shortcomings can be overcome. The underlying concept is to 
estimate the parameters of the kinematic model based on redundant measurements. This 
data can be used to alter the kinematic model so that it matches the reality as closely as 
possible. This is ultimately used to correct the parameters in the controller model which thus 
improves the obtainable absolute accuracy. 
This article covers a new and innovative approach for robot calibration which can be 
applied to parallel robots. In comparison to all known calibration techniques, this novel 
scheme has the advantage in that it does not rely on any additional calibration hardware. In 
addition to being cost effective, this method is simple to use as it can be completely 
automated.  
The main aspect of the work at hand is an approach which allows the acquisition of 
redundant measurement-data required for calibration. Under consideration of special 
knowledge of the robot-structure’s behaviour in certain configurations, so-called 
singularities of the second type, measurement information is gathered using the robot’s 
actuator measurement systems only. The presented approach is thus denoted as singularity 
based calibration. In conjunction with qualified modelling and identification methods, the 
proposed measurement  approach sets up a completely new robot calibration scheme. With 
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the exception of special cases, the proposed technique is principally applicable to all parallel 
kinematic structures. 
The technique is first explained by means of a simple and comprehensible example. 
Subsequently successful implementation of the singularity-based calibration technique is 
exemplarily shown by practical experiments which are conducted on a parallel-robot with 
three degrees of freedom (dof), the so-called TRIGLIDE-robot system. The final results show 
that singularity based calibration is an adequate means to significantly improve a robot’s 
absolute accuracy.  

 
2. Kinematic Robot Calibration – Fundamental approach
 

The essential point in any robot calibration technique that follows the idea to replace the 
model parameters in the controller-model is to set up a residual of the form 
  

 (1) 
 
with  some redundantly measurement information,  a vector with corresponding 
information provided by the kinematic model and  the parameter vector which is 
supposed to be identified. If such a residual can be obtained at  different measurement 
configurations then it is possible to stack all the information in a residual vector 

. Once this vector is available it is the goal to estimate the parameters 
in a way such that  

 (2) 
 
Due to measurement noise and model simplifications this goal is, however, of theoretical 
nature and will never be exactly reached in reality. Instead one aims to minimize a cost 
function  

  (3) 
 
which if   would be fulfilled equals zero as well and is otherwise bigger than zero. 
The minimization of  can be attained by any optimization method in principle. Usually, 
due to the special so-called least squares form of the function , least-square algorithms 
such as the Levenberg-Marquardt approach (Scales, 1985) are applied. Minimization of  
finally yields a parameter vector  which is then used to replace the original parameters 
that were used before calibration within the robot-controller. 
Considering the aforementioned remarks, four essential steps can be identified which are 
existent in each model-based calibration approach. These are (Mooring et al., 1991): 
 

1. modelling 
In the modelling phase a kinematic model is set up which includes a number of 
geometric parameters that are supposed to be identified by calibration 

2. measurement 
The measurement step provides the redundant information required for calibration 
 

 
 

 

3. parameter identification 
By means of feasible mathematical methods the model parameters are identified in 
a way so that model and measurements correspond to each other in a best possible 
manner 

4. parameter correction 
Within the parameter correction step the identified parameters are transferred to 
the robot controller 

 
3. Classification of Calibration techniques
 

A huge number of calibration methods already exist which follow the general scheme 
described in the preceding section. Differences between these techniques can be found in 
various aspects at different stages. The most obvious and most important differences, 
however, exist in the measurement phase. Based on this appraisal a general classification 
can be defined for the different calibration strategies which includes the two seperation 
criteria: First the degree of automation and second the data-aquisition method, both briefly 
explained in what follows. 
 

• degree of automation 
In regard to the degree of automation autonomous and non-autonomous 
calibration techniques are distinguished. A calibration method is understood to 
work autonomously only if all steps of the overall procedure can be completely 
automated and absolutely no user interaction is required during calibration. If any 
effort is needed for preparation, for accomplishment or data-transfer during 
calibration then the corresponding technique is defined to be non-autonomous. 
It should be noted that the non-autonomous methods, although combined in one 
group, may drastically vary in the amount of required manual support. 

 
• data-aquisition method 

Two fundamental data-aquisition methods may be used for robot calibration. The 
first one uses additional sensors (internal or external) which are not required for 
operating the robot but just in order to provide redundant information. The second 
method relies on kinematic constraints that are introduced in the system without 
raising the number of sensors. In this case due to constraints the actuator 
measurement systems which are already part of the robot system deliver enough 
information for robot calibration. 

 
In combination of all possible classification attributes there are four principle types of 
calibration techniques, namely type A, type B, type C and type D (see Fig. 1). Whereas 
calibration methods of type A to type C are well established and intensively described in the 
literature (see Table 1), no methods of type D have been reported so far up to the authors 
knowledge. This gap is closed by the singularity based calibration strategy presented in this 
paper and in preliminary work (Last & Hesselbach, 2006; Last et al., 2006, Last et al., 2007a, 
Last et al., 2007b; O`Brien et al., 2007). 
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Fig. 1. Classification of robot calibration techniques 
 
 exemplary approach Source 
Type A - Calibration by means of a lasertracker 

 
 

- Calibration by means of camera-systems 
 
 

- Calibration using a double-ball-bar  
 

                                                 
                 

(Corbel et al., 2006) 
(English et al., 2002) 
 
(Beyer, 2004) 
(Nefzi et al., 2008) 
 
(Huang et al., 2006) 
(Ibaraki et al., 2004) 
(Ihara et al., 2000) 
(Takeda et al., 2004) 
 

Type B - Calibration by contour tracking 
 
 
 
 

- Calibration by passive joint clamping 
 

(Ikits & Hollerbach, 1997) 
(Legnani et al., 2001) 
(Vischer, 1996) 
(Zhuang et al., 1999) 
 
(Maurine et al., 1998) 
(Khalil & Besnard, 1999)  
 

Type C - Calibration by passive joint sensors 
 
 
 

- Calibration with actuation redundancy 
 

(Hesselbach et al., 2005a) 
(Last et al., 2005) 
(Zhuang, 1997) 
 
(Schönherr, 2002) 
(Zhang et al., 2007) 
 

Table 1. Exemplarily chosen calibration strategies of different type 
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4. Singularity Based Calibration
 

The new calibration approach contributed here relies on passing singularities of type 2. 
Because these constitute structure configurations where several solutions of the direct 
kinematic problem (DKP) coincide, they are also called direct kinematic singularities. It is 
well known that a robot-structure is uncontrollable in this kind of configurations 
(Hesselbach et al., 2005b) and hence particular strategies need to be applied to savely guide 
a manipulator through singularities of type 2. Such a technique is described in section 4.1. 
Within the same section it is also shown how some specific measurement information is 
obtained during that process. Subsequently in section 4.2 it will be shown how to compute 
corresponding information from the kinematic model. 

 
4.1 Passing singularities of type 2 as the basis of singularity based calibration
With the intention of workspace enlargement Helm has been the first who presented a 
technique to pass singularities of type 2 (Helm, 2003). It was experimentally proven at a 
planar robot-structure. Later the approach has been extended to spatial parallel structures in 
(Budde et al., 2005). Both methods rely on the basic idea which consists in temporarily 
underactuation of the robot system during passing the singular configuration and to use an 
additional driving force to guide the structure through the direct kinematic singularity. By 
means of the planar RRRRR-structure the approach is exemplarily summarized in Fig 2. In a 
pose near the singular configuration (a) the structure is underactuated by releasing one 
actuator (b). While the second actuator is kept at a constant motor-position the endeffector-
point C passes the singularity (c) driven by gravity influence until it reaches a non-singular 
configuration (d) in which the released actuator can be activated again. Instead of exploiting 
gravity as the driving force which has been also done in (Budde et al., 2005), structure 
inertia may be used to pass the singularity as described in (Helm, 2003). 
Performing the singularity passing while holding the motor that is not released, at a 
constant position it turns out that the released actuator changes its direction of movement 
(see dashed line) exactly in the point of the singularity that is reached if both rod elements of 
the robot manipulator build a common line. Consequently by observing the movement of 
the released actuator by its own motor-encoder it is possible to identify and save the 
actuator coordinate  of the released motor that corresponds to a singular 
configuration. Furthermore, since particular geometric conditions need to be fulfilled at a 
singular configuration of type 2, it is possible to compute the corresponding actuator 
coordinate  from the kinematic model including the kinematic parameters . 
Comparing both information leads to a residual 
 

 (4) 
 
corresponding to that in equation (1) which is the basis for singularity based calibration. 
Once such a residual can be conducted at a sufficiently high number of differing robot 
configurations the singularity based calibration procedure proceeds as described in 
section 2. 
What is important to mention at this point is that the method is general for parallel robots 
and does not only apply to the RRRRR-structure. Independent on the robot structure a 
change of direction of the released actuator can be observed if a type 2 singularity is passed 
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while keeping all other actuators of the manipulator to be calibrated at a constant position 
during that approach. An application to serial robots is impossible because type 2 
singularities only occur for parallel robots. 

 
Fig. 2. Passing a singularity of type 2 

 
4.2 Singular kinematic problem
In the preceding section it was assumed that the actuator coordinate  which 
ideally corresponds to the measured value  can be computed from the kinematic 
model. Indeed this computation which is denoted as singular kinematic problem (SKP) is 
straightforward for the RRRRR-manipulator because due the simple kinematic structure an 
analytic solution exists. However, a closed form SKP-solution is not the general case. For 
more complex structures iterative numerical solutions need to be applied. Thus, in order to 
allow for a wide application of the singularity based calibration approach a general SKP-
solution strategy is presented in this section.  
A requirement for the application of the general SKP-solution-technique consists in a valid 
solution for the DKP that does not cause any numerical problems in or near singularities. 
Techniques which provide such a solution are presented in (Wang & Chen, 1991) and in 
(Last et al. 2007). Both methods follow an iterative numeric procedure and both methods 
return a loop closure error  with a clear geometrical meaning (see Fig. 3 (left)) that is 
zero if a valid DKP-solution exists and bigger than zero if no DKP-solution can be found.  
The proposed SKP-solution exploits the fact that type 2 singularities define the boundary of 
the actuator space for parallel manipulators. This means that, when varying the released 
actuator coordinate  away from the singular value , DKP solutions are 
found when moving  in one direction while no DKP solutions are found when 
moving  in the opposite direction. Without loss of generality this behaviour is 
illustrated in Fig. 3 for the the RRRRR manipulator. Fig. 3 (left)  shows the manipulator in 
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three different situations. Situation B constitutes a “normal” configuration within the 
manipulator’s actuator. In situation A, it is not possible to connect the loops of the 
mechanism, causing the DKP-solution to converge to an error . Hence the actuator 
position is not valid. Finally, a singular configuration is shown as situation S. A 
corresponding plot showing the loop-closure-error  vs. the released actuator value 

 is illustrated in Fig. 3 (right). Obviously, for situation A, the DKP error  is 
greater than zero, while it holds that  for situation B. The singular situation 
corresponds to the value  for which  starts deviating from zero. Based on the 
aforementioned observations, a simple bisection search can be applied to find 

. Its basic idea is to successively reduce an interval from which it is known that it 
includes . The method can be summarized as follows: 
 

1) Provide an actuator value  outside the workspace and a second actuator 
value inside the actuator space, both definig the initial search interval. 
Specify a termination threshold  close to but bigger than zero, which defines 
the size of the search interval at which the algorithm terminates. 

2) Compute an actuator coordinate  located in the middle of and 
 

3) Solve the direct kinematics for , thereby obtaining a loop 
closure error . 

4) If  (to account for numerical deviations a value very close to 
but bigger than zero can be chosen instead of zero), then , 
otherwise . 

5) If the difference  > , repeat from step 3, otherwise 
terminate with . 

 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Singularity as the boundary of the actuator space 
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4.3 Summary and review
The ideas presented in section 4.1 and in section 4.2 define the fundamental basis of the 
singularity based calibration.  In conjunction with a suited modelling approach and an 
adequate parameter identification procedure (both described in the wide spread literature 
on robot calibration) the proposed methods build a general means to improve the absolute 
accuracy of parallel robot systems. In comparison to alternative techniques for robot 
calibration (type C – type singularity based calibration does neither rely on additional 
sensors (external or internal) nor requires the use of special hardware to constrain the robot 
motion. Due to the abandonment of particular calibration equipment singularity based 
calibration features the advantages of being cost effective and at the same time fully 
automatable. According to (Hidalgo & Brunn, 1998) these are aspects which are crucial for 
success of a calibration approach. 

 
5. Application to the TRIGLIDE robot system 
 

In order to validate the singularity based calibration method it is tested on a certain robot, 
the so-called TRIGLIDE structure (see Fig. 4) designed for high-speed handling and assembly 
tasks (Budde, 2007). Three equally designed kinematic chains connect the endeffector-
platform of this robot with the base platform. Each chain is actuated by a linear drive. Due 
to the use of two parallel rods in the build-up of the three chains, the endeffector-platform is 
always kept at constant orientation. This fully parallel structure has three degrees of 
freedom allowing for free positioning of the endeffector in space. By attaching a serial 
rotational axis to the platform, an additional rotation around the z-axis can be accomplished, 
thus enabling the robot to perform Scara-type movements. Since the rotational axis is 
irrelevant to the calibration approach discussed here, it is neglected in the following.  
 

 
Fig. 4. TRIGLIDE robot system (left) and corresponding workspaces (right) 
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workspace. As can be seen in Fig. 4 (right) it allows to combine two symmetrical workspaces  
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The total approach to switch between the two working configurations is explained in 
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most essential to pass the singularity of type 2. Hence we focus on Fig. 5 (c) which shows the 
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at a constant position, the endeffector driven by gravity starts moving on a circular path. It 
passes the type 2 singularity in position C and finally reaches a non singular position 6 in 
which the released actuator can be activated again. Due to the temporary underactuation of 
the system, the risk of damage is avoided and the endeffector can reliably travel through the 
singularity. As for the simple manipulator shown above it becomes apparent that the 
released actuator changes its direction of movement exactly in the point of the singularity, 
thus allowing for experimental singularity detection. In the description of the proposed 
approach a particular IKP-configuration was chosen for passing direct kinematic 
singularities in the workspace of the TRIGLIDE robot and the upper actuator was released. In 
the same manner also one of the other actuators could have been released with the two 
remaining motors locked at the same time. Moreover, the singularity of type 2 not 
necessarily needs to be passed in the depicted position. Indeed, because the singularity 
builds a continuous surface in space (figure 3), it is possible to cross it at different positions 
even in other IKP-configurations and to collect enough information in order to allow for a 
complete calibration of the TRIGLIDE robot.  

 
5.2 Experimental results
With the working configuration change procedure available as a robot command, 
singularity based calibration has been implemented on the TRIGLIDE robot system in a way 
so that calibration can be completely automatically performed. This means that once a 
special robot program is executed the whole calibration process is started and runs without 
a need for user interaction. First tests prove the principal functionality of the technique, 
however, it turns out that the absolute accuracy reached by the method is not sufficiently 
good. A critical review makes us believe that this is mainly due to elastic structure 
deformations occurring during singularity passing which finally result in disturbed 
measurement data. As a remedy the implementation is changed in a way that the singularity 
passing process is manually supported. By this means dynamics during singularity passing  
is significantly reduced thereby decreasing elastic deformation influence. Indeed, by this 
means the results can be drastically improved. 
A typical calibration result is depicted in Fig. 6. It shows the position error, which is the 
difference between a computed and a measured target position at 125 equally distributed 
control configuration in each of the two working configurations [+1 +1 +1] and [-1 -1 -1] of 
the robot. The real position is measured by means of a Leica-lasertracker system while the 
computation of a corresponding value is accomplished by the DKP-solution as a function of 
the measured motor coordinates. As can be seen by the results, the initial accuracy of the 
robot is already quite good with maximum positioning deviations of approx. 0.6 mm. 
However the accuracy can be significantly improved by the proposed singularity based 
calibration method so that the remaining absolute positioning error after calibration is 
approx. 0.36 mm in maximum. Mean value as well as the standard deviation of the 
positioning error over the 250 control configurations also take better values after calibration 
compared to the uncalibrated case. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. positioning error at each control position of the validation routine. 

 
6. Conclusion
 

For the first time a robot calibration approach has been presented that does exclusively rely 
on the information delivered by the robot-system itself. Hence, as neither additional sensors 
nor special constraint devices are required in order to apply parameter identification 
methods, the proposed technique is very economical and easy to use. It is thus especially 
convenient to be used in small and medium sized companies which do neither own special 
robot calibration equipment nor have professional skilled robot calibration experts. The 
basic idea of the new calibration scheme has been explained from a theoretical point of view 
by means of a simple example structure and subsequently validated through experiments by 
means of a more complex spatial parallel structure. The obtained results emphasize the 
promising potential of the approach.  
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